Abstract. A Steiner minimal tree for a given set P of points in the Euclidean plane is a shortest network interconnecting P whose vertex set may include some additional points. The construction of Steiner minimal trees has been proved to be an jV/'-complete problem for general P. However, the W-completeness does not exclude the possibility that Steiner trees for sets of points with special structures can be efficiently determined. In this paper we determine the Steiner mimmal trees for zig-zag lines with certain regularity properties. We also give an explicit formula for the length of such a tree.
1. Introduction. Let P denote a given set of points in the Euclidean plane. A minimal spanning tree for P is the shortest network (clearly, it has to be a tree) whose vertex set is P. A Steiner minimal tree (SMT) for P is the shortest network (again, it must be a tree) interconnecting P whose vertex set may include some additional points, called Steiner points, other than points in P (called regular points).
While there exist efficient algorithms for constructing minimal spanning trees, the construction of SMT's has been proved [3] to be an NP-complete problem. However, the NP-completeness does not exclude the possibility that the SMT's for sets of points with special structures can be efficiently determined. One such class was recently studied by Chung and Graham [2] . We quote:
Perhaps the simplest infinite family of sets whose SMT's one might study are the ladders, so named by Boyce, who first focussed attention on them in [1] . A ladder L" consists of 2« points arranged in a rectangular 2 by n array with adjacent pairs of points forming a square.
In their paper Chung and Graham determined the SMT's for Ln. However, even for sets of points with this extremely simple structure, it takes almost 30 pages [2] just to give a sketch of the proof. In this paper we study another class of sets of points for which SMT's can be determined with surprising ease.
A zig-zag line is a connected sequence of line segments [p,, p2], [P2> Pí]>-• ->[Pn-\> Pn] wnich tum m alternate directions (see Figure 1) . A zig-zag line is called regular if *£ P,P,+ iP,+2 is constant for all i = l,2,...,n -2. We will denote such a zig-zag line by Z(Pn, a) where Pn = {px, p2,--.,p"] and a < 180° is the constant angle. A zig-zag line is called convex if the points p¡ are the vertices of a convex polygon. Note that for a convex zig-zag line, the line [px, pn] cuts through line [p¡, pi+x] for all i. A zig-zag line is called normal if \p¡, pi+x |<|p,-, /?/+21 f°r 1 < i; «s n -3 and |p,+1, pi+2 |<|p,-, pi+2 \ for 2 < i < n -2, where \p,q\ denotes the length of [p, q] . Note that if Z(Pn, a) is a minimal spanning tree for Pn, then Z(Pn, a) is normal (the converse is not true). Also note that being normal implies a > 60°, and if a = 60°, then \p2, p3\ = \p3, pA\= ■•■ =\pn-2, p"-x | • Figure 1 . A convex zig-zag line
We now prove some properties of convex or normal Z(Pn, a).
Lemma 1. Let q be a point on [pt, pi+x] ofZ(Pn, a). Define P' -{px,...,p¡, q) and P" = {q,Pi+i,.--,P"]-If Z(Pn,a) is convex, so are Z(P',a) and Z(P",a). If
ZiPn, a) is normal, so are ZiP', a) and ZiP", a).
Proof. Immediate from the definitions.
It is interesting to note that if ZiPn, a) is a minimal spanning tree for Pn, then ZiP', a) and Z(P",() need not be minimal spanning trees for P' and P", respectively. D Therefore either <£ pj+ xqpl < 60° < a < ^ qp¡+xp¡, hence \p" pi+x \<\p¡, ?|< \p¡, pj | , or ^ pi+2qPi < 60° < a < <$ qpi+xpi, hence \Pl>Pi+l\<\P»Pt+2\<\Pi*Q\<\Pl>Pj\ ■ D Let Tx, T2,..., Tn_2 be the triangles formed by a convex Z(P", a) and [px, p"] (see Figure 1 ). Let S¡ be the SMT for the three vertices of T¡ and let S = U"r,25,. In this paper we prove that if Z(P", a) is convex and normal, then S is its SMT. We also give an exphcit formula for the length of S.
2. Some preliminary results. Lemmas 3-7 are all well known in the literature [4, 5] .
Let T denote an SMT. Lemma 3. No two edges in T incident to a vertex can form an angle less than 120°.
Lemma 4. Each Steiner point in T has three edges meeting at 120°.
Lemma 5. T lies in the convex hull of Pn.
Lemma 6. Let A, B and C be the three vertices of a triangle which has no angle exceeding 120°. Then the length of an SMT for these three points is [|^,t5|2 + |v3,C|2-2|/l,y9||73,C|cos(60o
Lemma 7. Suppose that T does not contain the edge [p¡, pA. Then \p¡, p |s= the length of any edge on the path joining p¡ and Pj in the tree.
We also quote a result from Pollak [6] .
Lemma 8. Let four points A, B,C, D be given such that both possible full Steiner trees actually exist. Then the shorter of the two is in the same direction as the acute angle between the diagonals of the quadrilateral A BCD. The two full Steiner trees {given they both exist) will be equally long if and only if the diagonals are perpendicular.
(A full Steiner tree with n given points is an SMT with n -2 Steiner points.) Let x¡ denote |P2;-i> P2/I ana" J; denote \p2i, p2i+x \ . We will suppress the subscript i when taking the sum over all i. Define Ls{Pn, a) to be the length of S. Theorem 1. IfZ{P", a) is convex and 60° < a < 120°, then LS(P", a) =[(2*)2 + {lyf -2{lx){ly) cos(60° + «)]A.
Proof. Theorem 1 is reduced to Lemma 6 for n -3. We prove the general case by induction on n. For n > 3, let [px, pn] meet [p2, p3] at q. It is straightforward to verify \p2,q\= xx(2y)(S,x)'x. Therefore Proof. We first prove Theorem 2 for i = 2. Let z = | p2q \ .
to zero, we obtain Clearly, z = xx(Zy)(2x)'x is the unique nonnegative solution.
We now prove the general case by induction on n + i. For n = 4, /' is necessarily 2 and the proof has been given. It is easily verified that fiq) = Ls{Pn, a) for all q.
Theorem 3. Suppose that Z{Pn, a) is convex and normal. Then S is its SMT.
Proof. We prove Theorem 3 by induction on n. Suppose that T is an SMT for Pn.
Since -$ p2P\Pi < 180° -^ pxp2p3 = 180° -a =£ 120°, by Lemmas Let H denote the counterclockwise path of[px,sx] which ends at p2 and let s2 be the Steiner point adjacent top2 {sx -s2 is possible) on this path. We now show that we need only consider the case that H has only one Steiner point, i.e., sx = s2.
We first prove that <$ s2p2px < 120°. Suppose to the contrary that <$ s2p2px > 120°. Case (i). Next we prove that <$ P2P\S\ < 60° (see Figure 4) . Hence k must be either one or two.
We first study the special case n = 4. Claim. For n = 4, k = 1 in T, with the single exception that, if a -60° and xx = x2 = yx, then there are two SMT's with Ac = 1 in one and k -2 in the other.
Proof. Let [px, p4] meet [p2, p3] at q (see Figure 5 ). Without loss of generality assume |p2, q \^\p3, q | . Let w be a point on [p3,q] such that | p2, q | = | w, q \ . Since «$ P4W2 ** a ** ^ P4P2W (mc second inequality is due to the "normal" assumption), | w, p4|<|p2, p4 | . It follows easily from the cosine law that <£ p4qw < <): p4qp2. Furthermore, equality can take place only when a = 60° and xx = x2 = yx. By noting that the union of the SMT for {px, p2, q] and the SMT for (<¡r, p3, p4) is a full Steiner tree for {px, p2, p3, p4] with k = I, the Claim follows immediately from Lemma 8. □ Next we show that for n > 5, k = 1 in T. Suppose to the contrary that k = 2 in T (see Figure 6 ). We first prove that [px,sx] cannot meet [p3, p4\ Suppose to the contrary that they meet at c. Then -^ pxcp3 = <£ p2pxc < 60° < a < «$ cp3px. Therefore \px, c \> | p,, p31 > | p,, p21 , a contradiction to the minimality of T by Lemma 5.
Another fact we wish to point out is that the third edge at s2, say Then it is easily verified that <£ pxq'p2 < ■$■ pxqp2-By Lemma 8, the part of T connecting p,, p2, z, w can be shortened, a contradiction to the minimality of T, except possibly when a = 60°, xx = yx {= x2), z = p3, and w = p4. Suppose that p3 has a second edge in T. This edge must meet [p4, p5], say at x, or else the counterclockwise path of this edge would have nowhere to end. But <$ xp3p4 < •$ p$p3p4 < a implies that \p4, x\^\p3, x\ , hence we can replace [p3, x] by [p4, x] without increasing the length of T. It follows that we can assume T is a combination of the tree 53 U 54 U ••■ US"_2 on P" = {p4, p5,. . . ,pn] and an SMT on P' = {Pi> P2> P3> P*)-Replacing the subtree of T connecting P' by the other full Steiner tree, i.e., 5, U S2, preserves the length of the tree according to the Claim. On the other hand Theorem 2 says that LS(P',60°) + LS(P",60°) > LS(P,60° p5] at t and z, respectively. Since •$ p4tz = •$ p2pxsx < 60° < a, it follows that | vxu \>\ t, z\>\p4, z\ . Therefore we can delete [vx, u] and add [p4, z] to shorten T, a contradiction to the minimality of T.
We have shown that k ¥= 2. Therefore k = 1, i.e., sx and s2 are the same point s. 4. Some concluding remarks. Smith [7] studied Z{P",a) for the case a = 60° and all x¡ and y¡ are equal, say, of length one. He obtained SMT's for n < 9 and conjectured that for n -2k + 1, the length of a Steiner minimal tree is J3 k. Applying the formula given in the Corollary of Theorem 3 to this special case, we obtain the length of an SMT to be J3k if n = 2k + 1, and [3(â;2 + k) + 1]1/2 if n = 2k + 2. Therefore, Smith's conjecture is proved.
